TOWARD WEST AND PASSED 20,000-95,000 FT. B.
1435-1651, TWO UFO (PROBABLY BALLOONS) MOVED FROM NW OF
TOWARD WEST AND FADED EAST OF ALT 62,400 FT. C.
0745-0850, 17 UFO (PROBABLY BALLOONS) MOVED FROM
TOWARD WEST, ALT 93,300 FT.
7. RADAR TRACKING OF UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTS (UFO): A. 0450-1020, 18 UFO (PROBABLY BALLOONS) MOVED SLOWLY FROM OVER BETWEEN SW OF
AND WEST OF TOWARD WEST, PASSED

ALT 66,000-95,300 FT. 8: 1833-1945. 16 UFO (PROBABLY BALLOONS) MOVED SLOWLY FROM RESPECTIVELY, CONTINUED AND FADED

ALT 69,900-79,300 FT.
CATEGORY = 400
MESSAGE = 03637519

THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION HAS BEEN PROVIDED.
UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTS (UFO): 0420-1440, 23 UFO (PROBABLY BALLOONS) MOVED FROM WEST OF... PASSED SW OF... AND ENTERED THE... ALT 66,000-69,000 FT

6. RADAR TRACKING OF UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTS (UFO): A. 0715-1410, EIGHT UFO (PROBABLY BALLOONS) MOVED OVER... ALT 66,000-79,000 FT. B. 0925-1509, NINE UFO (PROBABLY BALLOONS) MOVED SLOWLY FROM... TOWARD WEST, PASSED... AND FADED NEAR... ALT:... 66,000-85,000 FT. C. 1046-1344, THREE UFO (PROBABLY BALLOONS) MOVED SLOWLY FROM... TOWARD WEST AND FADED NEAR... ALT 72,100-85,300 FT. #0008 NNN
F. RADAR TRACKING OF UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTS: 52.
CATEGORY = 400
MESSAGE = 03637522
LH #0011 1980557
ZNY MKNSH
ZKZK PP DE

UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTS: NINE.
F. RADAR TRACKING OF
CATEGORY = 4B0
MESSAGE = 33637510
LH 888010 1958643
ZHY MASNH
ZKZK PP
DE

INFORMATION HAS BEEN PROVIDED IN SECTION 8. THE FOLLOWING
6. RADAR TRACKING OF UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTS (UFO):
1535-1649 FIVE UFO (PROBABLY BALLOONS) MOVED SLOWLY FROM SE OF WEST.
CATEGORY = 400
MESSAGE = 03637499

LH 09011 1940630
ZHY MNHSW
ZKZK PPD

RECTION TO UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTS (UFO): 0012-0730, 14 UFO (PROBABLY BALLOONS) MOVED FROM NORTH TOWARD WEST AND PASSED ALONG TRACER. ALT 6,500-8,300 FT.

7. RADAR TRACKING OF UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTS (UFO): 1645-1737, EIGHT UFO (PROBABLY BALLOONS) MOVED FROM NORTH AND PASSED ALONG TRACER. ALT 18,000-29,200 FT.
CATEGORY = 473
MESSAGE = 03637477
LH #0000 1928013
ZHY MUNCH
ZKKK PP DE

THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION HAS BEEN PROVIDED

TOP SECRET UMBRA
5. RADAR TRACKING OF UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTS (UFO): A. 0510-0913, FIVE UFO (PROBABLY BALLOONS), MOVED FROM NN OF [REDACTED], PASSED SE OF [REDACTED], ALT 56,000-66,000 FT. E2, IMPDET. 0009 NNN
CATEGORY = 488
MESSAGE = 83627478
LH 88019 1910048
ZNY MNHSH
ZKZK PP
DE

FINAL SECTION OF SEVEN.
THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION HAS BEEN PROVIDED.

RADAR TRACKING OF UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTS: 14.
CATEGORIES = 439
MESSAGE = 33637454

LH PA 616 1830542
ZHY MHHSH
ZXZK PP
DE

ZEM:
SECURITY SPOKE INTELLIGENCE SECTION 8. THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION HAS BEEN PROVIDED:

Radar tracking of unidentified flying object (UFO: 135°-140°, one UFO (probably a balloon) moved near AT 62,400 ft. 8. Unidentified flying objects (UFO: A. 045-1107).
TOP SECRET UMBRA

THREE UFO (PROBABLY BALLOONS) MOVED OVER
ALT. 25,000-52,500 FT.
5. RADAR

Tracking of unidentified flying objects (UFO): A. 1020-1058, seven UFOs (probably balloons) moved slowly from south of , toward west and passed alt 85,300 ft. B. 1212-1305, two UFOs (probably balloons) moved slowly from north of , west and faded near

The following information has been provided:
CATEGORY = 400
MESSAGE = 03637480
LH #0816 1870516
ZNY NHSH
ZKKK PP

THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION HAS BEEN PROVIDED:

UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTS: THREE
I. RADAR TRACKING OF UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTS: ONE.
THIS PRODUCT IS CLASSIFIED TOP SECRET UMBRA IN ITS ENTIRETY.

MONTHS AGO IN THE region, AND THE INCREASE IN FLYING SAUCER ACTIVITY, WHICH HE EXPLAINED AS HAVING A CONNECTION WITH THE PLAN.
Radar tracking of unidentified flying object (UFO):
UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECT (UFO): 1424-1539, ONE UFO (PROBABLE A BALLOON) MOVED SLOWLY FROM 43 NAUTICAL MILES (NM) SE OF ZUK, TOWARD EAST, PASSED ZUK 16 NM SOUTHEAST AT ALT 43,600-49,200 FT. [REACTED TO UFO: 1209-1455, ONE UFO (PROBABLE A BALLOON) MOVED SLOWLY FROM NORTHEAST TOWARD EAST, PASSED ZUK 16 NM SOUTHEAST AT ALT 43,600-46,000 FT] [REACTED TO UFO: 1241-1327, SIX Ufos DEPARTED EAST, ATTACKING SAID UFO OVER ZUK, ALT 26,200 FT, SPEED 430 KTS]
SECRET OPERA

CATEGORY = 489
MESSAGE = 03769658
LH 0913 0380630
ZNY MKNHS
ZKZK PPA

THIS MESSAGE IS CLASSIFIED SECRET SPOKE IN ITS ENTIRELY. THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION HAS BEEN PROVIDED:

M = 5